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Kozicz: Repealing Physician-Only Laws: Undoing the Burden of Gestational

NOTE
REPEALING PHYSICIAN-ONLY LAWS:
UNDOING THE BURDEN OF GESTATIONAL AGE
LIMITS
I.

INTRODUCTION

It is the most divisive issue to face this country since
slavery.... Sincere and caring persons of good will are found on
both sides of the issue, but neither side will ever change the position of
the other.
- Judge Lee Yeakel, U.S. District Court, Western District of Texas'
Some of the most controversial issues plaguing society are the
morality and legality of abortion. The fight over abortion is in line to
win the title of the longest debated issue in U.S. history. 3 Pro-life
activists equate abortion with murder and rally to protect the innocent,
unborn life. 4 On the other side of the debate, pro-choice activists argue
that the decision to abort a fetus is a woman's personal choice about how
to control her body, and it must be valued and protected from
1. Planned Parenthood of Greater Tex. Surgical Health Servs. v. Abbott, 951 F. Supp. 2d
891, 896 (W.D. Tex. 2013), affid in part, rev'd in part, 2014 U.S. App. LEXIS 5696 (5th Cir.
2014).
2. See Stephanie Pappas, America & Abortion: Will Controversy Ever Die?, LIVESCIENCE
(Nov. 10, 2011, 6:56 PM), www.livescience.com/16990-abortion-debate-personhood-future.html
[hereinafter Pappas, America & Abortion] (summarizing the past, present, and future status of the
abortion debate); see also Mark Beuving, Why Science Can'tEnd the Abortion Debate, ETERNITY
BIBLE C. FAC. BLOG (Nov. 5, 2012), www.facultyblog.etemitybiblecollege.com/2012/1 I/whyscience-cant-end-the-abortion-debate (stating that abortion is centered on philosophical, religious,
and personal views of personhood and human life that are too morally complex to be defined by
science, politics, or law).
3. See discussion infra Part II.A. The procedure of terminating fetal life has been prevalent
since the early eighteenth century. See discussion infra Part H.A. Since then, the ethical and legal
dilemmas of the procedure have been endlessly debated and there appears to be no easy resolution in
sight. See Pappas, America & Abortion, supra note 2 (concluding that the abortion debate will not
end anytime in the foreseeable future).
4. Maggie Cheu, Now and Then: How Coverture Ideology Informs the Rhetoric ofAbortion,
22 TEx. J. WoMEN & L. 113, 119-20 (2012).
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interference.5 There are many reasons why a woman may choose to
terminate a pregnancy. 6 But, regardless of where one falls in the pro-life
versus pro-choice battle, the reality is that one in three women in the
United States will have an abortion by the time they reach the age
of forty-five. 7
As President Bill Clinton said: "[A]bortion should not only be safe
and legal, it should be rare." 8 Advances in science and technology have9
made abortion one of the safest medical procedures in the United States.
However, abortion still has a long road ahead before achieving legality
and rarity. 10 The notions of legality and rarity are independent of one
another." All too often, legislators justify laws that restrict women's
access to abortion as measures to make the procedure rare. 12 Yet, there is
no evidence that restrictive laws stop women from aborting, or, visaversa, that permissive laws encourage women to abort. 13 Currently,
abortion is far from rare-in 2008, there were approximately 1.2 million
abortions performed in the United States. 14 Yet, before efforts can be
focused on lowering the abortion rate, the legal system, both state and
federal, must resolve the disparities on its approach to the issue.' 5
The U.S. Supreme Court legalized abortion in the landmark case of
Roe v. Wade, 16 but failed to end the abortion debate by preserving
significant state power to regulate when, where, and how the procedure
could be obtained. 17 Planned Parenthood of Southern Pennsylvania v.

5. See id.
at 121.
6. See Lawrence B. Finer et al., Reasons U.S. Women Have Abortions: Quantitative and
Qualitative Perspectives, 37 PERSP. ON SEXUAL & REPROD. HEALTH 110, 112 (2005) (stating that
the most common reason for abortion is that a woman does not believe that she can afford to raise a
child on her own).
7. GUTTMACHER INST., STATE FACTS ABOUT ABORTION: TEXAS (2014) [hereinafter STATE
FACTS ABOUT ABORTION: TEXAS], available at www.guttmacher.org/pubs/sfaa/pdf/texas.pdf.

8. Bill Clinton, President, U.S., Acceptance of Nomination at the Democratic National
Convention (Aug. 29, 1996), available at www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/politics-july-dec96clinton_08-29.
9. STATE FACTS ABOUT ABORTION: TEXAS, supra note 7. Only 0.5% of women who abort a
fetus experience complications. Id.Furthermore, the risk of death during an abortion is one-tenth of
the risk of death during childbirth. Id.
10. See Susan A. Cohen, Toward Making Abortion 'Rare': The Shifting Battleground Over
the Means to an End, GUTMACHER POL'Y REv., Winter 2006, at 2, 2, 20.
11. Id.at2.
12. Id.
13. Id.at3.
14. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED STATES: 2012, at 76

(131st ed. 2011).
15. See Cohen, supra note 10, at 20. For a discussion of state approaches to abortion law, see
infra Part 1l.C.
16. 410U.S. 113 (1973).
17. Mandee Silverman, RU-486: A DramaticNew Choice or Forumfor Continued Abortion
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Casey8 further extended this state power by establishing the undue
burden standard, a lenient standard of review for abortion restrictions.19
The undue burden standard states that an abortion law is only
unconstitutional if it imposes a substantial obstacle to obtaining an
abortion for a large number of women.2 ° The results of Roe and Casey
are two-fold: (1) neighboring states often have very different abortion
laws;2 and (2) some states have continuously challenged the leniency of
the Casey standard by enacting harsher and stricter regulations.22
However, this Note argues that strict gestational age 23 limits on abortion,
which have been recently enacted or proposed in many states, have
pushed the leniency of the undue burden standard too far.24 Although
such laws fall outside the reach of Casey, this Note proposes a solution
that does not require courts to declare the laws void in their entirety.2 5
State legislation could alleviate the burden of strict gestational age limits
to a constitutional level by enacting policies that increase the
accessibility of abortions at earlier stages of pregnancy.26
Part II of this Note provides a brief overview of the history of
abortion law in the United States.27 Part III explains the legal problem
created when states ban abortions after a specific number of weeks into a
pregnancy.2 8 Abortions are very expensive.29 With the recent trend of
states imposing narrower gestational age limits, by the time many lowControversy?, 57 N.Y.U. ANN. SURV. AM. L. 247, 274-75 (2000).
18. 505 U.S. 833 (1992).
19. Id. at 873, 877; see discussion infra Part II.C.2.
20. Casey, 505 U.S. at 877.
21. See GUTTMACHER INST., STATE POLICIES IN BRIEF: AN OVERVIEW OF ABORTION LAWS
(2014) [hereinafter STATE POLICIES IN BRIEF: AN OVERVIEW OF ABORTION LAWS], available at
www.guttmacher.org/statecenter/spibs/spib OAL.pdf (providing a list of abortion laws in effect in
each state). Because state laws vary greatly, seeking an abortion often includes a large travel
expense to reach a state that has more favorable abortion laws. See Tara Culp-Ressler, Low-Income
Women Often Can't Get an Abortion Because It Takes Too Long to Save up the
Money for It, THINKPROGRESS (Aug. 16, 2013, 11:05 AM), www.thinkprogress.org/health/2013/08/
16/247943 l/low-income-women [hereinafter Culp-Ressler, Low-Income Women Often Can't Get an
Abortion].
22. Michael J. New, Analyzing the Effect of Anti-Abortion US. State Legislation in the PostCasey Era, 11 ST. POL. & POL'Y Q. 28,30 (2011).
23. "Gestational age" is a term commonly used to define the duration of a pregnancy,
measured in weeks. Gestational Age, MEDLINEPLUS, www.nln.nih.gov/medlineplus/
ency/article/002367.htm (last updated Nov. 7, 2011).
24. See discussion infra Part III.
25. See discussion infra Part [V.A.
26. See discussion infra Part 1V.A.
27. See discussion infra Part II.
28. See discussion infra Part III.
29. Rachel K. Jones et al., At What Cost?: Payment for Abortion Care by US. Women, 23
WOMEN'S HEALTH ISSUES e173, e175 (2013) [hereinafter Jones et al., At What Cost?], available at
www.ansirh.org/_documents/library/j onesupadhyayweitzwhi4-2013.pdf.
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income women save enough money for the procedure, they pass the legal
abortion limit and are denied by abortion providers. 30 As a result,
gestational age limits not only impose an obstacle to women seeking
abortions, but also completely eliminate abortion as a viable option to
many of those women.31
Part IV proposes a solution to this legal problem-repealing
physician-only laws, which are in effect in many states, to undo the
burden imposed by gestational age limits. 32 Non-physician clinicians,
such as nurse practitioners, have the qualifications to perform early-term
abortions.33 Moreover, such clinicians would likely reduce the cost of the
procedure.3 4 Thus, low-income women would need less time to save
money for an abortion, allowing them to obtain the procedure before
they pass the legal time limit. 35 Such a solution can prove to be an ideal
compromise between pro-life and pro-choice interests.36 Finally, Part V
briefly concludes this Note with the hope that it can provide some
resolution to a fraction of the complex and never-ending debate over the
legality and morality of abortion.37
II.

UNITED STATES ABORTION LAW: A BRIEF HISTORY

As the abortion debate continues to loom over society, it seems that
no two scholars, religious groups, political parties, or women can agree
on how to resolve the fundamental issues surrounding the debate.38
However, no one can dispute the fact that abortion has been in the

30. Ushma D. Upadhyay et al., Denial of Abortion Because of Provider Gestational Age
Limits in the United States, AM. J. PUB. HEALTH, at el, e3 (forthcoming) (published
online ahead of print Aug. 15, 2013), available at http://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/pdf/10.2105/
AJPH.2013.301378.
31. See discussion infra Part llI.B.2.
32. See discussion infra Part IV.
33. See discussion infra Part IV.B. 1.
34. See discussion infra Part V.B. 1.
35. See discussion infra Part V.B.1.
36. See infra note 282 and accompanying text.
37. See discussion infra Part V.
38. See Pappas, America & Abortion, supranote 2 (summarizing the most popular arguments
in the debate over abortion). Morris Fiorina, a political scientist, has stated: "Polls suggest that
Americans, while conflicted over abortion, 'don't want to make a big move in either direction."' ]d
(concluding that the abortion debate will not end anytime in the near future). But see Vemellia R.
Randall & Tshaka C. Randall, Built in Obsolescence: The Coming End to the Abortion Debate, 4 J.
HEALTH & BIOMEDICAL L. 291, 304-05 (2008) (suggesting that future medical technology can end
the abortion debate by making it possible for a fetus to be removed from a woman's body,
terminating her pregnancy, without terminating the fetal life). For example, the scientific
community predicts that artificial wombs, capable of sustaining a fetus outside the woman's womb
until birth, will become a reality within the next twenty years. Id. at 297.
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forefront of medicine, ethics, and law much before 1973. 39 In fact,
abortion was an accepted practice in early American populations.4 0 By
the nineteenth century, many social factors led to a growing divide
between the first pro-life and pro-choice activists. 41 In 1973, the
Supreme Court declared a constitutional right to choose abortion in the
landmark case of Roe42 Yet, those who hoped that Roe would end the
abortion debate were mistaken. 43 Pro-life activists refused to accept
defeat. 44 The next important abortion case, Casey, again provided no
resolve. 45 And, so, the abortion debate continues as states impose their
own, and often very different, abortion laws.46
The historical views on abortion, as they date back to colonial
America, are summarized in Subpart A.47 Subpart B explains the holding
in Roe and how it affected the American stance on abortion. a Finally,
Subpart C explains how the holding in Casey modified Roe, and forever
changed the debate over state abortion laws.49
A. Views on Abortion Before Roe v. Wade
Abortion is a medical procedure that dates back to the eighteenth
century. 5° Colonial Americans adopted English common law, which
defined abortion as the termination of a "quickened" fetus. 51 A
quickened fetus was one that a pregnant woman could feel moving
around in her womb, which typically occurred during the fourth month
of pregnancy.52 In other words, termination of pregnancy before

39. See discussion infra Part II.A. In 1973, the Supreme Court addressed the abortion issue
and declared a right to abortion for the first time in Roe v. Wade. 410 U.S. 113, 153 (1973).
40. See discussion infra Part H.A.
41. See discussion infra Part H.A.
42. 410 U.S. at 153.
43. Forty Years After Roe, Human Dignity Hangs in the Balance, ALBERT MOHLER
(Jan. 18, 2013), www.albertmohler.com/2013/01/18/forty-years-after-roe-human-dignity-hangs-inthe-balance.
44. See id. (explaining five reasons why and how Roe shaped the pro-life movement but failed
to end it).
45. See discussion infra Part II.C.
46. For a discussion of state laws restricting abortion after Roe, see infra Part II.C.
47. See discussion infra Part H.A.
48. See discussion infra Part 11.B.
49. See discussion infra Part BI.C.
50. Cheu, supra note 4, at 117.
51. Id.
52.

LESLIE J. REAGAN, WHEN ABORTION WAS A CRIME: WOMEN, MEDICINE, AND LAW IN

THE UNITED STATES, 1867-1973, at 8 (1997); FirstFetal Movement: Quickening, Am. PREGNANCY
ASS'N,

americanpregnancy.org/duringpregnancy/firstfetalnovement.htm

(last

visited July

20,

2014).
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quickening was not even categorized as abortion, and therefore, it was
very much legal.53
Not only was termination of an early pregnancy legal in the
eighteenth century, it was also socially accepted.5 4 At the time, society
55
believed that fetal life did not begin until quickening occurred.
Common pregnancy symptoms, such as a missed menstrual cycle, were
viewed as imbalances of the woman's body.5 6 Thus, the procedure of
aborting a fetus was thought to only be a procedure of restoring the
woman's body to normalcy. 57 In fact, the procedure was so accepted and
unnoted that there were very few abortion cases recorded from early
American colonies.58
During the nineteenth century, however, societal attitudes towards
abortion began to change. 59 The American Medical Association
("AMA") began the first movement to ban abortion. 60 The true goal of
the AMA was to eliminate medical services by midwives and promote
AMA-approved physician practices. 6 ' Abortion was one of the common
services provided by midwives, and was, therefore, attacked by the
AMA second-handedly. 6' Nonetheless, shortly thereafter, the Catholic
Church began condemning abortion and defining it as murder. 63 Pro-life
activists gained support by advocating for the innocent and helpless
unborn infants, and declaring women who abort as selfish and
immoral. 64 Some lawmakers began criminalizing the procedure.6 5

53. Cheu, supra note 4, at 117-18.
54. See id.
55. Id. at 118.
56. Id. at 117-18.
57. REAGAN, supranote 52, at 8-9, 25; Cheu, supra note 4, at 117-18.
58. Cheu, supra note 4, at 118. For an analysis of one of the earliest and most dramatic
abortion cases, see Cornelia Hughes Dayton, Taking the Trade: Abortion and Gender Relations in
an Eighteenth-CenturyNew England Village, 48 WM. & MARY Q. 19, 20-23 (1991) (discussing the

case of Sarah Grosvenor, who died during an abortion and whose doctor was convicted for her
murder).
59. See Jacque Wilson, Before and After Roe v. Wade, CNN (Jan. 22, 2013, 11:44 AM),
www.cnn.com/2013/01/22/health/roe-wade-abortion-timeline/index.html (providing a timeline of
major advances and setbacks of the abortion debate throughout history).
60. Cheu, supra note 4, at 119.
61. Id.
62. Id. The AMA did not intend to directly attack the morality or legality of the abortion
procedure and begin a never-ending debate-the organization's only goal was to undermine the
midwives who provided such services and drive them out of business. Id.
63.

Malcolm Potts, Changing Attitudes Toward Abortion, 131 W. J. MED. 455,456 (1979).

64. Cheu, supra note 4, at 119-20.
65. Id. at 118-19; Ranana Dine, Scarlet Letters: Getting the History of Abortion and
Contraception Right, CENTER FOR AM. PROGRESS (Aug. 8, 2013), www.americanprogress.org/
issues/religion/news/2013/08/08/71893/scarlet-letters-getting-the-history-of-abortion-andcontraception-right.
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Connecticut became the first state to pass an anti-abortion statute,
banning the use of toxic substances to induce a miscarriage.66 Many
states followed by enacting similar statutes. 67 Pro-choice activists
resisted this movement in hopes of protecting women's health and
control over their bodies.68 Since the early nineteenth century, the divide
between pro-choice and pro-life activists has only widened.69
B. The Landmark Case ofRoe v. Wade
When the Supreme Court decided to hear Roe, many hoped that the
highest Court of the land would finally provide some resolution to the
fight over abortion. 70 The story behind Roe began in Texas, with a young
and pregnant Norma McCorvey, who later took the pseudonym "Jane
Roe" as plaintiff in the lawsuit. 71 McCorvey had a troubled upbringing
that transitioned into difficult teenage and early adult years.72 By the age
of twenty-one, she was pregnant with her third child.73 McCorvey's first
child was raised by her mother, and the second was raised by the child's
father.74 On her third pregnancy, the unmarried woman sought an
abortion, but she75 quickly learned that Texas state law barred her from
doing so legally.
66. Wilson, supranote 59.
67. Id.; see Paul Benjamin Linton, Roe v. Wade and the History ofAbortion Regulation, 15
AM. J.L. & MED. 227,228-30 (1989).
68. See Cheu, supra note 4, at 120.
69. See, e.g., Richard Florida, The Growing Regional Divide in America's Abortion Debate,
ATLANTIC CITIES (July 29, 2013), www.theatlanticcities.com/politics/2013/07/regional-divideamericas-abortion-debate/6356 (discussing the increasing regional segregation of pro-life and prochoice supporters); Sandra S. Stanton, Since Roe v. Wade: American Public Opinion and Law on
Abortion, CSA (Jan. 2005), www.csa.com/discoveryguides/roe/overview.php (stating that while
many Americans do not want to see Roe overturned, others believe the Supreme Court's decision
was "morally wrong").
70. See DONALD E. LIVELY & RUSSELL L. WEAVER, CONTEMPORARY SUPREME COURT
CASES: LANDMARK DECISIONS SINCE ROE V. WADE 220 (2006) (stating that the Supreme Court's

decision in Roe actually intensified the abortion debate, rather than mitigating it).
71. Douglas S. Wood, Who Is 'Jane Roe'?, CNN (June 18, 2003, 8:56 AM),
www.cnn.com/2003/LAW/01/21/mccorvey.interview.
72. See id. McCorvey suffered physical and emotional abuse as a child. Id. At sixteen, she
married a man who also abused her. Id. She drifted between several low-wage jobs and began
abusing alcohol and drugs. Id; see G. ALAN TARR, JUDICIAL PROCESS AND JUDICIAL
POLICYMAKING 293 (6th ed. 2014).

73. Wood, supra note 71.
74. Id.
75. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 120 (1973). At the time, Texas law prohibited abortion unless
the procedure was necessary to save the mother's life. Id. at 117-18; see also Francis J. Beckwith,
The Supreme Court, Roe v. Wade, and Abortion Law, I LIBERTY U. L. REV. 37, 37-38 (2006)
(summarizing the law at issue and how it affected McCorvey's pregnancy). McCorvey stated that
she was also barred from seeking the procedure in a different state, where it was not prohibited,
because she could not afford the required travel time and cost. Roe, 410 U.S. at 120. She challenged
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The Supreme Court declared the Texas abortion law
unconstitutional and, for the first time in history, definitively established
a right to choose abortion.76 The Court reasoned that the right to personal
privacy, founded in the Fourteenth Amendment, was broad enough to
include and protect a woman's decision to terminate a pregnancy.77
However, like many constitutional rights, the right to an abortion is not
absolute.78 The Court emphasized the importance of protecting
state interests, and therefore, preserved state power to regulate
the procedure.79
To balance private and state interests in abortion, the Court
established a trimester-framework approach. 80 This approach was largely
founded on the moment of viability in a pregnancy. 8 1 While this
trimester framework legalized abortion before viability, it failed to end
the abortion debate because it preserved states' right to regulate the
procedure after viability.82 In fact, in the years after the decision, the
debate only intensified as states began to exercise this right to further
their own interests.83

the state law on constitutional grounds, claiming that it infringed on her personal liberty and right to
privacy. Id. at 120, 129. As the trial commenced, McCorvey gave birth to a daughter, who was
given up for adoption. Wood, supranote 71. Interestingly, years after Roe was argued and decided,
McCorvey converted to Christianity, was baptized in 1995, and reversed her support in the abortion
debate by becoming a vocal pro-life activist. Id.; TARR, supra note 72, at 293.
76. SeeRoe,410U.S. at 153.
77. Id.; see also Beckwith, supra note 75, at 44 (explaining why a woman's decision to have
an abortion is a liberty protected by the Fourteenth Amendment).
78. LIVELY & WEAVER, supra note 70, at 218.
79. Roe, 410 U.S. at 155, 164-65; see also Cheu, supra note 4, at 122 (stating that the Court
"stripped a mother of her ability to choose following the first trimester and elected, instead, the
states as the primary agent in deciding the fate of a woman's pregnancy after that point").
80. Roe, 410 U.S. at 164-65.
81. Id. at 164. Viability is defined as the moment when a fetus is capable of surviving alone
outside the mother's uterus. Id. at 160. Thus, the Court established the following standard for state
abortion laws: (1) in the first trimester, before viability, a state cannot intervene with the decision to
abort; (2) in the second trimester, a state can impose regulations on abortion so long as they are
reasonably related to maternal health; and (3) in the third trimester, after viability, a state can impose
stricter restrictions, even prohibiting the procedure altogether, in the state's interest of protecting the
potentiality of human life, except when it is necessary to save the mother's life. Id. at 164-65; see
also Silverman, supra note 17, at 274-75 (summarizing the Court's decision and the trimesterframework approach to abortion restrictions).
82. LIVELY & WEAVER, supranote 70, at 220.
83. Id.
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C. States Respond to Roe v. Wade
State responses to Roe can be categorized into two time-waves: (1)
the liberal approach of the 1970s and 1980s;84 and (2) the conservative
approach during and post 1990S.85 In the first wave, abortion became
much more acceptable both legally and socially. 86 However, this trend
shifted when the Supreme Court decided the next important abortion
case, Casey, in 1992.8 In Casey, the Court established the undue burden
standard, a lenient standard of review for abortion laws, which paved the
way for the second wave of much more restrictive abortion regulations.8 8
Subpart C. 1 explains in greater detail this first time-wave,89 and Subpart
C.2 explains the second. 90
1. First Wave of Abortion Legislation After Roe v. Wade
The first wave of abortion law after Roe was quite liberal. 9' In the
1970s, many states, such as New York, California, and Hawaii, reformed
or completely repealed their pre-Roe anti-abortion laws to conform to the
Supreme Court's ruling. 92 As a result, the national abortion rate spiked
drastically. 93 In 1973, there were about 900,000 abortions performed in
the United States, and this rate almost doubled to 1.6 million by the early
1980s. 94 Nevertheless, pro-life activists refused to accept defeat and
continued their efforts to expand support for the anti-abortion movement
with the hope that Roe could one day be overturned. 95

84. Sarah Kliff, Charts: How Roe v. Wade ChangedAbortion Rights, WASH. POST, Jan. 22,
2013, www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/wp/2013/01/22/charts-how-roe-v-wade-changedabortion-rights.
85. See id. (explaining that there was a major shift in attitudes towards abortion in the early
1990s, as states imposed more restrictions on the procedure, and there was a wave of violence
against abortion providers).
86. See discussion infra Part I.C. 1.
87. See discussion infra Part Il.C.2.
88. See discussion infra Part lI.C.2.
89. See discussion infra Part II.C. 1.
90. See discussion infra Part ll.C.2.
91. See Kliff, supra note 84 (depicting several charts about abortion statistics before and after
Roe).
92. Id.
93. Id.
94. See id.
95. See George Weigel, Pro-Life Rising, Forty Years After Roe v. Wade, FIRST
THINGS, www.firstthings.com/web-exclusives/2013/01/pro-life-rising-forty-years-after-roe-v-wade
(last visited July 20, 2014) (discussing why pro-life activists believe that they will one day be
successful in overturning Roe and completely banning abortions).
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2. Second Wave of Abortion Legislation: Casey Changes
the Game
Although pro-life activists are still waiting to see Roe overturned in
order to win the war on abortion, they did win a significant battle in
1992, when the Supreme Court decided Casey.96 The Court in Casey
affirmed the constitutional right to choose abortion, 97 but modified Roe
by establishing a new and more lenient standard of review for
constitutional attacks on state abortion laws.98 To decide the
constitutionality of a Pennsylvania abortion law, the Court replaced
Roe's trimester framework with the undue burden standard, 99 where a
state law is only unconstitutional and void if it creates an undue burden
on women seeking to terminate a pregnancy.100
The establishment of the undue burden standard significantly
impacted the future of abortion legislation because it is a much more
lenient standard of review than Roe's trimester framework.°10 While both
96. See Neal Devins, How Planned Parenthood v. Casey (Pretty Much) Settled the Abortion
Wars, 118 YALE L.J. 1318, 1322, 1328-29 (2009) [hereinafter Devins, How Planned Parenthood v.
Casey] (explaining how Casey allowed pro-life activists to successfully rally for more stringent
abortion laws).
97. Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 853 (1992). When
explaining its decision to affirm Roe's essential holding, the Court stated:
[Abortion], involving the most intimate and personal choices a person may make in a
lifetime, choices central to personal dignity and autonomy, [is] central to the liberty
protected by the Fourteenth Amendment. At the heart of liberty is the right to define
one's own concept of existence, of meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of
human life.
Id. at 851.
98. Caitlin E. Borgmann, Winter Count: Taking Stock of Abortion Rights After Casey and
Carhart, 31 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 675, 679-81 (2004).
99. Casey, 505 U.S. at 873-74; see also Silverman, supra note 17, at 275 (noting the
differences between Roe's trimester framework and Casey's undue burden standard).
100. Casey, 505 U.S. at 877. The Court defined an undue burden as a substantial obstacle for
women who attempt to get an abortion. Id.; see also Gillian E. Metzger, Unburdening the Undue
Burden Standard: Orienting Casey in ConstitutionalJurisprudence,94 COLUM. L. REV. 2025, 2030
(1994). When applying this standard, the Court held, based on three requirements, that the
Pennsylvania law imposed an undue burden. Casey, 505 U.S. at 879. First, a twenty-four-hour
waiting period, between the time a woman provides informed consent to abort and when the
procedure is performed, was held constitutional because, although it delayed abortion, it was not
substantial enough to constitute an undue burden. Id. at 885-87. Second, spousal notification of an
abortion was an undue burden and was unconstitutional because it would likely deter many women
from obtaining the procedure. Id. at 892-95. The court discussed the risk of domestic violence if a
husband disapproved of a woman's decision to abort a fetus as a significant deterrent for many
women. Id. at 893. And, third, parental consent of a minor's plan to abort a pregnancy was
constitutional, because it promoted a reasonable state interest that did not unduly burden minors
seeking abortions. Id. at 899-900.
101. Borgmann, supra note 98, at 687-88; Silverman, supra note 17, at 275-77; see also
Devins, How Planned Parenthood v. Casey, supranote 96, at 1329, 1335-36 (stating that, under the
Casey standard, many anti-abortion laws can be upheld as long as they do not substantially affect
women's choice to terminate a pregnancy).
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Roe and Casey answered the question of whether abortion was legal in
the positive, they preserved states' power to regulate when, where, and
how the procedure could be obtained.102 Under Roe, a party defending an
abortion law would have had to prove that the law furthered a
"compelling state interest" for it to be upheld.10 3 Yet, under Casey, to
successfully attack a state law, a plaintiff would have the burden of
proving that it creates an "undue interference." 10 4 The obstacle imposed
by the law must not only be very burdensome, it must also affect a
significant amount of women. 10 5 Thus, the undue burden standard106allows
many state limitations on abortions to pass constitutional muster.
As a result, the leniency of the undue burden standard paved the
way for the second wave of abortion legislation after Roe-the
liberalized abortion trend of the 1970s and 1980s shifted, as states began
exercising their power to impose tougher restrictions on the procedure. 107
For instance, the following restrictions are currently in effect throughout
the United States: thirty-two states prohibit the use of state funds to pay
for abortions; 10 8 eight states limit when private insurance carriers can
cover abortion costs; 109 twenty states require that the procedure be
performed in a hospital after a certain duration of the pregnancy;( 0
seventeen states demand that a woman go through counseling before the
abortion; 1 ' twenty-six states impose a waiting period, where a woman
must typically wait twenty-four hours between consenting to an abortion

102. Silverman, supra note 17, at 274-75.
103. Borgmann, supra note 98, at 681.
104. Id.
105. Planned Parenthood Southwest Ohio Region v. DeWine, 696 F.3d 490, 508 (6th Cir.
2012) (Moore, J., dissenting in part), reh'g denied, 2012 U.S. App. LEXIS 26766 (6th Cir. 2012);
Borgmann, supra note 98, at 685-89.
106. See Borgmann, supranote 98, at 688-89.
107. See New, supra note 22, at 30 (explaining how the holding in Casey encouraged states to
impose stricter abortion regulations).
108. STATE POLICIES IN BRIEF: AN OVERVIEW OF ABORTION LAWS, supra note 21. For further
information about publically funded abortions, see discussion infra Part W.A.
109.

STATE POLICIES IN BRIEF: AN OVERVIEW OF ABORTION LAWS, supra note 21. States that

restrict insurance plans usually allow coverage for abortion only when the procedure is necessary to
save the mother's life. Id.;
see also Bans on Insurance Coverage of Abortion, AM. CIV. LIBERTIES
(last visited July 20, 2014)
UNION, www.aclu.org/maps/bans-insurance-coverage-abortion
(describing the trend to prevent insurance companies from covering the cost of abortion).
110.

STATE POLICIES IN BRIEF: AN OVERVIEW OF ABORTION LAWS, supra note 21. Similarly,

eight states require abortion providers to have admitting privileges at a local hospital. See, e.g.,
North Dakota Abortion Clinic Gets Required Hospital Access, NBC NEWS (Feb. 13,
2014, 1:47 PM), www.nbcnews.com/health/health-care/north-dakota-abortion-clinic-gets-requiredhospital-access-n29736.
111.

STATE POLICIES IN BRIEF: AN OVERVIEW OF ABORTION LAWS, supranote 21.
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and obtaining the procedure;" 12 and thirty-nine states require some level
of parental involvement when a minor seeks to terminate a pregnancy. 113
During this second wave, the abortion rate has been slowly
declining. 1 4 In the late 1980s, the U.S. abortion rate was almost 1.6
million, which dropped to only 1.2 million by 2008.115 At the same time,
116
states have been increasingly restricting women's access to abortion.
In 2011 alone, ninety-two state laws were passed that restricted abortion
in some way. 1 7 This is more than double the amount passed
only one year earlier. 118 Most importantly, if and when these laws are
challenged in court, a majority of them are likely to be upheld under the
leniency of the undue burden standard. 19

III. GESTATIONAL AGE LIMITATIONS ON ABORTION
One of the most common ways that states attempt to restrict
women's access to abortion is by imposing gestational age limitations on
the procedure. 120 Such laws ban abortions after a certain number of
weeks into the pregnancy. 121 In recent years, these limits have become
increasingly strict, 122 and thus, they push the leniency of the undue
burden standard too far. 123 State legislators that enact gestational age
limits on abortions fail to take into consideration the large cost of the

112. Id. Some states even require that a woman make two separate trips to an abortion clinic
before obtaining the procedure. Id. Such waiting-period laws hope to encourage women to re-think
their decisions to abort a fetus. Jennifer Cruz, More States Require a Waiting Periodfor Abortions
Than PurchasingFirearms,GuNs (June 20, 2013), www.guns.com/2013/06/20/more-states-requirea-waiting-period-for-abortions-than-purchasing-firearms-video.
113. STATE POLICIES INBRIEF: AN OVERVIEW OF ABORTION LAWS, supra note 21. State laws
that require parental involvement vary as to whether a parent must consent to the procedure or only
be notified, and whether the consent or notification must be obtained from one or both parents. Id.;
see also, e.g., Parental Consent and Notification Laws, PLANNED PARENTHOOD,
www.plannedparenthood.org/health-topics/abortion/parental-consent-notification-laws-25268.htm
(last updated Aug. 3, 2009) (explaining possible ways to bypass state parental consent laws).
114. Kliff, supra note 84.
115. Id; see also New, supra note 22, at 31-32, 42 (suggesting that the increase in state antiabortion laws after Casey was the reason that the abortion rate declined).
116. Kliff, supra note 84.
117. Laura Bassett, State Abortion Restrictions Hit Record High in 2011, HUFFINGTON POST,
Jan. 6, 2012, www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/01/06/state-abortion-restrictions_n_1190307.html;
Kliff, supra note 84.
118. Bassett, supranote 117; Kliff, supra note 84.
119. See Borgmann, supra note 98, at 687-89, 693 (explaining that Casey introduced a more
lenient standard of review that enables many restrictive abortion laws to be upheld in court).
120. Upadhyay et al., supranote 30, at el.
121. Id.
122. See discussion infra Part lII.A.
123. See discussion infra Part ILI.B.2.
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procedure. 124 Women need time to first realize they are pregnant, make
the difficult and personal decision of whether or not to carry the
pregnancy to term, and then save enough money to have an abortion if
they so choose. 25 Due to recently enacted state laws, many women are
denied abortions because they are unable to save enough money for the
procedure within the legal time limit. 126 In other words, strict gestational
age limits completely eliminate abortion as a viable option for most
legal, social,
economically disadvantaged women, and result in complex
27
resolution.1
and
attention
of
need
in
problems
ethical
and
This recent state trend of imposing gestational age limits on
abortion is summarized in Subpart A.' 28 Subpart B argues that such
129
limitations are unconstitutional and should not be enacted or upheld.
Subpart B also explains the laws' spillover effects on society when the
time limit to obtain abortions continues to narrow, and the number of
women denied the procedure, as a result, continues to increase. 3 ' Before
introducing this Note's proposed solution to reduce the negative effects
of gestational age limits, Subpart C briefly summarizes alternative prebirth and post-birth responses. 131
A.

Summary of State Laws Imposing GestationalAge Limits on
Abortion

Forty-one states prohibit abortions after a specific point in a
pregnancy, except when necessary to save the mother's life. 132 When the
Court in Roe declared the moment of viability as central to determining
the constitutionality of state anti-abortion laws, 133 it failed to define
viability based on a specific gestational age. 134 Therefore, several states
chose to define viability on their own and banned abortions after a
certain number of weeks into a pregnancy. 13 Typically, gestational age
limitation statutes prohibited abortions after twenty-four weeks. 3 6

124.
125.
Finer et
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.

See discussion infra Part III.B.2.
For an analysis of the most frequently cited reasons women decide to abort a fetus, see
al., supra note 6, at 112.
Upadhyay et al., supranote 30, at e3.
See discussion infra Part H1I.B.
See discussion infra Part M.A.
See discussion infra Part II.B.
See discussion infra Part HIB.
See discussion infra Part HI.C.

132.

STATE POLICIES IN BRIEF: AN OVERVIEW OF ABORTION LAWS, supranote 21.

133.
134.
135.
136.

SeeRoev. Wade, 410U.S. 113, 163 (1973).
Upadhyay et al., supranote 30, at el.
Id.
Id.
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However, recent state laws are proposing to make these limits37 even
narrower, challenging the leniency of the undue burden standard. 1
The trend of imposing narrower gestational age limits began in
38
2010 when Nebraska passed the first twenty-week ban on abortions.'
At least eight states have followed, or plan to follow, Nebraska's lead to
lower their gestational age limits. 139 Texas is the newest state to enact
such a law. 140 This Note relies on the newest Texas law to frame the
legal problem of gestational age limits on abortions.'14 Texas House Bill
No. 2, passed in July 2013, amended the Texas Health and Safety Code
to read as:
Except as otherwise provided by Section 171.046, a person may not
perform or induce or attempt to perform or induce an abortion on a
woman if it has been determined, by the physician performing,
inducing, or attempting to perform or induce the abortion or by another
physician on whose determination that physician relies, that the
probable42 post-fertilization age of the unborn child is 20 or more
weeks. 1

Many critics are calling this Texas law-which imposes several
other restrictions
on abortions-the toughest anti-abortion law in
143
the country.

137. See Erik Eckholm, New Laws in 6 States Ban Abortions After 20 Weeks, N.Y. TIMES, June
27, 2011, at A10 [hereinafter Eckholm, New Laws in 6 States] (stating that many states have
recently passed twenty-week bans on abortion).
138. Id.
139. See Upadhyay et al., supra note 30, at el. One state wants to ban abortions as early as
eighteen weeks. Id. When states pass laws banning abortions after a certain number of weeks, they
often cite medical studies that suggest a fetus can feel pain after that specified week in the
pregnancy. Eckholm, New Laws in 6 States, supra note 137. Fetal pain, however, is a notion that
remains highly disputed among medical researchers. Id. Thus, a state's justification for imposing
stricter gestational age limits often lacks convincing support. See id.
140. Manny Fernandez, Abortion RestrictionsBecome Law in Texas, but Opponents Will Press
Fight,N.Y. TIMES, July 19, 2013, at Al 2 [hereinafter Fernandez, Abortion RestrictionsBecome Law
in Texas].
141. See infra notes 142-44 and accompanying text.
142. TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE ANN. § 171.044 (West Supp. 2013). Section 171.046
provides an exception to the twenty-week abortion ban, stating that a physician may perform or
induce an abortion if it is necessary to protect maternal life or health. § 171.046.
143. Fernandez, Abortion Restrictions Become Law in Texas, supra note 140. On October 28,
2013, a federal judge in Texas enjoined portions of this restrictive law. Planned Parenthood of
Greater Tex. Surgical Health Servs. v. Abbott, 951 F. Supp. 2d 891, 896 (W.D. Tex. 2013), affd in
part, rev'd in part,2014 U.S. App. LEXIS 5696 (5th Cir. 2014). Specifically, the judge concluded
that the requirement for a physician performing an abortion to have admitting privileges at a local
hospital constituted an undue burden. Id. at 896-97. The requirement served no medical purpose and
would have forced almost one-third of the state's abortion clinics to close. Erik Eckholm, Judge in
Texas Partly Rejects Abortion Law, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 29, 2013, at Al. However, the twenty-week
ban on the procedure was not one of the challenged provisions and thus, it took effect just one day
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Pro-choice activists argue that the recent laws limiting abortions
based on gestational age are "absolutely unconstitutional."' 44 There are
many pending cases in courts throughout the United States attempting to
challenge these laws. 145 Federal judges have blocked extremely strict
IB
liiS146In
gestational age limits.
In MKB Mgmt. Corp. v. Burdick,147 for
example, the court concluded that a six-week ban on abortion is an
attempt to prohibit the procedure long before viability, and is clearly
unconstitutional under the undue burden standard. 148 The court continued
to explain that such a narrow time limit for legal abortions would prevent
a significant majority of women from obtaining the procedure 149 because
many women do not realize that they are pregnant until after six weeks
into the pregnancy. 50 Even if a woman does realize that she is pregnant
within the gestational age limit, she may likely need more than six weeks
to finalize her decision on whether or not to terminate the pregnancy,
and to gather the necessary finances for the procedure. 151 However, lessshocking gestational age limits that are closer to viability are in effect in
152
many
andtheir
impose
a significant
obstacle to many women
seekingstates,
to terminate
pregnancies.
153
B. Strict GestationalAge Limits Are Unconstitutional
State laws that impose restrictions on abortions are subject to the
undue burden test established in Casey. 54 When applying this test to
after the court decision was rendered. Id.Furthermore, "Abortion rights groups said they were still
studying when and how to challenge the ban." Id.
144. Eckholm, New Laws in 6 States, supra note 137,
145. Andrew Harris, New Abortion Restrictions in States are Ofor 8 in Courts, BLOOMBERG
(Aug. 20, 2013), www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-08-20/new-abortion-restrictions-in-states-are-0for-8-in-courts.html (stating that overly-strict laws restricting women's access to abortion have been
recently halted once they reached the judicial branch).
146. See, e.g.,
MKB Mgmt. Corp. v. Burdick, 954 F. Supp. 2d 900, 913 (D.N.D. 2013)
(enjoining a North Dakota law that criminalized abortions after only six weeks into the pregnancy);
Edwards v. Beek, 946 F. Supp. 2d 843, 850 (E.D. Ark. 2013) (enjoining an Arkansas law banning
abortion after twelve weeks of pregnancy).
147. 954 F. Supp. 2d 900 (D.N.D. 2013).
148. Id.at 911, 913; see also Juliet Eilperin, Judge Temporarily Blocks North Dakota's SixWeek Abortion Ban, Calling It 'Clearly Unconstitutional,' WASH. POST, July 22, 2013,
www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/post-politics/wp/2013/07/22/federal-judge-temporarily-blocksstrict-north-dakota-abortion-law-calling-it-clearly-unconstitutional (explaining the impact of the
Burdick decision).
149. Burdick, 954 F. Supp. 2d at 913-14.
150. Id.at 908.
151. See id.
at 907.
152. See STATE POLICIES INBRIEF: AN OVERVIEW OF ABORTION LAWS, supranote 21 (listing
the gestational age limits on abortions that are in effect in each state).
153. See discussion infra Part ILI.B.2.
154. Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 877 (1992).
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strict gestational age limits that have been trending in several state
legislations, it is clear that such laws impose a substantial obstacle to a
large number of women. i5 The majority of women who seek abortions
are economically disadvantaged. 116 In other words, most women who
seek abortions require a significant amount of time to obtain the
necessary finances to pay for the procedure. 5 7 Due to narrowing time
limits to obtain legal abortions, women in many states are turned away
by clinics because they delay the procedure for too long. 5 8 Therefore,
strict gestational age limits not only impose an obstacle, they entirely
59
preclude abortion as a realistic option for a large number of women.
Subpart B. 1 establishes that the undue burden test is the standard of
review for such abortion laws.' 60 Subpart B.2 then applies the test and
concludes that recent gestational age limits unconstitutionally interfere
with a woman's right to choose an abortion.' 61 Finally, Subpart B.3
explains that there is also a strong state interest in repealing gestational
age limits to eliminate the spillover effects on society when women are
62
denied abortions. 1
1. Standard of Review: The Undue Burden Test
The Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution provides that:
"No state shall.., deprive any person of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws."' 163 This Note argues that strict
gestational age limits do not equally protect the right to choose abortion
for economically disadvantaged women. 164 In both Roe and Casey, the
Supreme Court extended the right to privacy to cover the right of women
to choose whether or not to carry a pregnancy to term.165 This right to
privacy is founded in the right to liberty, guaranteed by the Fourteenth
155. See discussion infra Part HLI.B.2.
156. STATE FACTS ABOUT ABORTION: TEXAS, supra note 7; see also discussion infra Part
I.B.2 (analyzing the demographics of women who obtain abortions).
157. Upadhyay et al., supra note 30, at e3; see also discussion infra Part III.B.2 (discussing the
high cost of abortions and the burden on women to obtain financing for the procedure within a
narrow time limit).
158. See Upadhyay et al., supra note 30, at e3, e5 (providing data about the amount of women
denied abortions due to gestational age limits in the United States, and explaining the reasons that
most of those women delayed the procedure in the first place).
159. See discussion infra Part II.B.2.
160. See discussion infra Part IlI.B.1.
161. See discussion infra Part II.B.2.
162. See discussion infra Part lI.B.3.
163. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1.
164. See infra text accompanying notes 181-214.
165. Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 851-53 (1992); Roe v.
Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 152-53 (1973).
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Amendment. 66 Casey further established that constitutional attacks on
abortion laws are subject to the undue burden test.1 67 Therefore, to be
a substantial obstacle to a large
void, gestational age limits must impose
8
number of women seeking abortions.16
Recently, in Isaacson v. Home,169 the Ninth Circuit ruled that an
Arizona ban on abortions after twenty weeks into a pregnancy was void,
but not under the undue burden standard. 170 The court reasoned that,
under Roe, the right to abortion is absolute until viability, and therefore,
states cannot regulate the procedure before viability. 171 The court
concluded that Casey's undue burden standard only applied to postviability restrictions, and since a twenty-week-old fetus is not yet viable,
the Arizona law was unconstitutional on its face.' 72 The court, however,
incorrectly interpreted the holding in Casey, which plainly stated that the
approach for
undue burden standard replaced Roe's trimester-framework
73
all abortion restrictions, before and after viability.
The concurrence in Isaacson correctly noted that viability is a
medical term, with a definition subject to continuous change as science
and medicine progress. 74 For instance, at the time Roe was decided in
1973, a fetus was considered viable at twenty-eight weeks. 75 By the
1980s, bio-medical advances increased postnatal survival for fetuses as
young as twenty-three weeks. 176 Due to the uncertainty of whether
twenty weeks is in fact pre-viability, the undue burden test must be
applied to such bans on abortion. 77 Even if the Ninth Circuit's
interpretation of Casey were correct, it would support the assertions of
this Note because it would find all strict gestational age limits to be
166. Roe, 410U.S. at 152-53.
167. Casey, 505 U.S. at 877.
168. See id. (defining undue burden as having "the purpose or effect of placing a substantial
obstacle in the path of a woman seeking an abortion"); Planned Parenthood Southwest Ohio Region
v. DeWine, 696 F.3d 490, 508 (6th Cir. 2012) (Moore, J., dissenting in part) (interpreting Casey),
reh 'gdenied, 2012 U.S. App. LEXIS 26766 (6th Cir. 2012).
169. 716 F.3d 1213 (9th Cir. 2013), cert. denied, 134 S. Ct. 905 (2014).
170. Id.at 1227-28, 1231.
171. Id. at 1223-25.
172. Id. at 1225-26, 1230-31.
173. Casey, 505 U.S. at 878; see also Dewine, 696 F.3d at 508 (interpreting Casey and stating
that the undue burden standard does apply to pre-viability restrictions); Northland Family Planning
Clinic, Inc. v. Cox, 487 F.3d 323, 330 (6th Cir. 2007) (defining the undue burden standard and
concluding that, under the standard, "a state may regulate abortion before viability").
174. Isaacson v. Home, 716 F.3d 1213, 1233 (9th Cir. 2013) (Kleinfeld, J., concurring), cert.
denied,134 S. Ct. 905 (2014).
175. Bonnie Hope Arzuaga & Ben Hokew Lee, Limits of Human Viability in the United States:
A Medicolegal Review, 128 PEDIATRICS DIG. 1047, 1047 (2011).
176. Id. at 1051. Changes in the medical definition of viability stimulate changes in the legal
definition. Id.
177. See Isaacson, 716 F.3d at 1233-34 (Kleinfeld, J., concurring).
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unconstitutional. 178 Nonetheless, the same 79result can be obtained by
applying the proper undue burden standard. 1
2. The Uphill Battle Facing a Large Number of Women
To constitute an undue burden, an abortion restriction must impose
a substantial obstacle on the accessibility of the procedure. 180 Moreover,
the obstacle must be one that affects a large number of women who seek
abortions. 181 When applying the undue burden test to gestational age
limits, as the test was applied in other abortion cases, 18283it is evident that
such restrictions on the procedure are unconstitutional. 1
A substantial obstacle is more than a mere inconvenience; 8 4 it must
have a large deterrent effect. 185 For example, in Casey, the Supreme
Court explained that, although a twenty-four-hour waiting requirement
between consultation and an abortion delays the procedure, the delay is
178. Id. at 1224-26 (majority opinion) (stating that a law completely eliminating a woman's
choice to terminate a pregnancy at any point before viability is inconsistent with the Supreme Court
rulings in Roe and Casey).
179. See discussion infra Part lI.B.2. It has been argued that Casey was wrongly decided and
should be overturned. See, e.g., Stenberg v. Carhart, 530 U.S. 914, 952 (2000) (Rehnquist, J.,
dissenting). They claim that the undue burden standard is simply too flawed. See Metzger, supra
note 100, at 2035-36. For instance, the Supreme Court failed to establish guidelines on how an
undue burden should be calculated. Id. Lower courts can exercise broad discretion when applying
the standard, resulting in many inconsistent rulings on abortion laws. Id. at 2037. Thus, some
believe that the standard should be revisited and, at the very least, be restructured into a more
objective approach. See id at 2031. However, others realize that the standard of review shapes the
abortion debate, and is, therefore, too politically jarring for the Court to reopen. See Devins, How
Planned Parenthood v. Casey, supra note 96, at 1333-34 ("[E]ven if a majority of Justices
disapproved of Casey, the Court would not risk backlash either by reviving the Roe trimester test or
by doing away with abortion rights altogether."). Because Casey is unlikely to be revisited or
overturned, at least in the near future, this Note maintains that the undue burden test is the current
applicable law. See id at 1334.
180. Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 877 (1992).
181. Planned Parenthood of Southwest Ohio Region v. DeWine, 696 F.3d 490, 508 (6th Cir.
2012) (Moore, J., dissenting in part), reh "gdenied, 2012 U.S. App. LEXIS 26766 (6th Cir. 2012).
182. See, e.g., Gonzalez v. Carhart, 550 U.S. 124, 156-58, 164 (2007) (upholding a ban on
partial-birth abortions); Dewine, 696 F.3d at 511-12 (upholding a law that limited the use of the
drug mifepristone to induce abortions); Northland Family Planning Clinic, Inc. v. Cox, 487 F.3d
323, 336-37 (6th Cir. 2007) (distinguishing a law similar to the one challenged in Gonzalez, and
declaring it unconstitutional); Karlin v. Foust, 188 F.3d 446, 481-82 (7th Cir. 1999) (concluding that
a twenty-four-hour waiting period requirement was not an undue burden).
183. See Jane L. v. Bangerter, 102 F.3d 1112, 1116-17 (10th Cir. 1996) (concluding that a
twenty-week ban on abortion completely eliminated the procedure as an option after the twentieth
week of pregnancy, and therefore, imposed even more than a substantial obstacle).
184. Greenville Women's Clinic v. Bryant, 222 F.3d 157, 166-67 (4th Cir. 2000); Karlin, 188
F.3d at 481.
185. See, e.g., Casey, 505 U.S. at 893-94; see also Linda J. Wharton et al., Preservingthe Core
of Roe: Reflections on Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 18 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 317, 356 (2006)
(recognizing that one of the affects may be protecting women from detrimental laws that endanger
their ability to exercise the constitutional right).
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not long enough to be unduly burdensome. 1 86 On the other hand, the
Court found that a requirement of spousal notification was
unconstitutional because the fear of spousal disapproval, and the risk that
such disapproval could result in domestic abuse, would prevent many
women from terminating unplanned and unwanted pregnancies.' 87 Such
a deterrent effect is 88minimized when there are common and safe
alternatives available.1
Gestational age limits, though, impose the highest obstacle
possible-a total block on abortion after a specified duration of a
pregnancy. 189 The procedure alone is very costly.190 And, because
abortion laws vary in each state, women often have to travel across state
lines to obtain the procedure, adding significant travel expenses.' 9' Other
expenses can include lost wages and childcare when the nearest abortion
clinic is far enough to require overnight stay. 92 In Texas, for example,
ninety-three percent of the state's counties do not have abortion
providers, requiring thirty-five percent of the women who live in those
counties to travel quite far if they want to terminate a pregnancy.'9 3 The
burden of each expense, even those relatively small, can add up to an
undue deterrent. 94 Moreover, the cost of abortion increases with the
duration of the pregnancy.' 95 Thus, low-income women who choose to

186. Casey, 505 U.S. at 885-87.
187. Id. at 892-95.
188. See Planned Parenthood Southwest Ohio Region v. DeWine, 696 F.3d 490, 511 (6th Cir.
2012) (Moore, J., dissenting in part), reh "gdenied, 2012 U.S. App. LEXIS 26766 (6th Cir. 2012). In
DeWine, the court upheld restrictions on the use of the drug mifepristone. Id. at 493-94 (majority
opinion). The court reasoned that the restrictions did not unduly burden women who sought that
method of abortion, because a supplemental abortion method was readily available and provided a
safe alternative to mifepristone. Id. at 507.
189. Upadhyay et al., supra note 30, at e5 (stating that thousands of women are denied
abortions due to gestational age limits).
190. Jones et al., At What Cost?, supra note 29, at e175. The Jones study found the average
cost of abortion to be $485, but some women paid as much as $3500. Id.
191. Id. at e177. Jones believes that: "Because many women obtaining abortions have limited
financial resources, even an unexpected cost of $44 (the average amount two thirds reported paying
for transportation) can pose a burden." Id.
192. Id. at e174, e177. This can also be true when the state where the procedure is obtained
requires a twenty-four-hour waiting period. See id; see also Tara Culp-Ressler, By the Numbers:
Why Most U.S. Women Struggle to Afford Abortion, THINKPROGRESS (May 8, 2013,
11:20 AM), www.thinkprogress.org/healtV2013/05/08/197983 1/women-struggle-afford-abortion
(identifying the lost wages that women report as a result of abortion).
193.

STATE FACTS ABOUT ABORTION: TEXAS, supranote 7.

194. Jones et al., At What Cost?, supranote 29, at e177.
195. Id. at e175. On average, women in their second-trimester pay $854 for abortions, whereas
women in their first trimester pay $397. Id.
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abort must fight an9 6uphill battle-the longer they save, the more money
they have to save.

The combination of the cost of abortion and the narrowing time
limits deter many low-income women from obtaining an abortion, so
97
much so as to completely eliminate the procedure as a feasible option.'
Over five thousand women were denied abortions in 2008 due to
gestational age limits. 98 Of those five thousand, over fifty-eight percent
cited the cost of the procedure as the main reason for delay' 99economically-disadvantaged women simply cannot save enough money
within the narrowing time limits imposed by state legislations. z0 Unlike
the restrictions upheld in PlannedParenthoodSouthwest Ohio Region v.
DeWine,2 1 gestational age limits provide no alternative option when
women are denied abortions.20 2
Moreover, gestational age limits, especially those as strict as the
one recently passed in Texas, 0 3 affect a substantial amount of women. z°
Over one million women in the United States have an abortion each
year.20 5 In Texas alone, fourteen percent of all pregnancies were
terminated in 2011.206 Economically-disadvantaged women, who often
need the most time to obtain financial resources, comprise sixty-nine
percent of all women in the United States who seek abortions. z 7
Therefore, strict gestational age limits substantially decrease the
accessibility of abortion to a large number of women, amounting to an
undue burden.0 8
196. See id.
197. See Jane L. v. Bangerter, 102 F.3d 1112, 1117 (10th Cir. 1996) (stating that a twentyweek ban on abortion placed "an insurmountable obstacle in the path of a woman"); Upadhyay et
al., supra note 30, at e6.
198. Upadhyay et al., supranote 30, at e5.
199. Id. at e3.
200. See id at el, e3 (explaining that states are reducing their gestational age limits on
abortions in recent years).
201. 696 F.3d 490 (6th Cir. 2012), reh"g denied, 2012 U.S. App. LEXIS 26766 (6th Cir. 2012).
202. See Upadhyay et al., supra note 30, at e5. Approximately twenty-one percent of the
tumed-away women were able to obtain abortions elsewhere, meaning that, in 2008, over four
thousand women carried unwanted pregnancies to term. Id.
203. TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE ANN. § 171.044 (West Supp. 2013).
204. See Culp-Ressler, Low-Income Women Often Can't Get an Abortion, supra note 21
(estimating the amount of women who will be affected by the new twenty-week ban on abortions in
Texas to be six in ten women); Carolyn Jones, Need an Abortion in Texas? Don't Be Poor, TEX.
OBSERVER (May 8, 2013), www.texasobserver.org/need-an-abortion-in-texas-dont-be-poor
(illustrating the effect of strict abortion laws in Texas, especially for low-income women).
205.

STATE FACTS ABOUT ABORTION: TEXAS, supra note 7.

206. Id.
207. Id.
208. See Jane L. v. Bangerter, 102 F.3d 1112, 1116-17 (10thCir. 1996) (finding a twenty-week
ban on abortions unconstitutional).
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These abortion statistics are even more alarming than they
appear. 2 09 Researchers of a 2008 study 2t 0 caution that, since the study
was completed, many more states have enacted gestational age limits.211
As a result, they predict a substantial increase in the already high
percentage of denied abortions in the coming years.21 2 In other words,
and are in need of
the issues created by such laws are only increasing,
213
attention and resolution now, more than ever.
3. State Interest in Reducing the Number of Denied Abortions
There is a strong incentive, both private and public, to undo the
burden of gestational age limits because, when a woman is denied an
214
abortion, both she and society at large face significant consequences.
If a woman cannot afford an abortion, the rationale follows that she also
cannot afford to raise a child. 215 Gestational age limits only push
economically-disadvantaged women, who are turned away by abortion
providers, deeper into poverty.216 Studies show that women who are
denied abortions have lower physical health and less economic
stability.2 17 They struggle to find employment, and even when they do,
they typically only work part-time.21 8 Thus, women who are turned
away from abortions are three times more likely to find themselves
below the federal poverty line, and are more likely to rely on welfare for
financial support.219
When a woman cannot afford the costs of carrying a pregnancy to
term, the costs spillover to society. 220 Recent polls conclude that a
majority of Americans believe Roe should be upheld, and abortion

209. See Upadhyay et al., supra note 30, at e6.
210. See supra notes 197-202 and accompanying text.
211. Upadhyay et al., supranote 30, at e6.
212. Id.
213. See id. (explaining that states are reducing their gestational age limits in recent years).
214. See Joshua Lang, UnintentionalMotherhood,N.Y. TIMES MAG., June 16, 2013, at 42, 45,
50, 55 (analyzing the potential effects of being denied an abortion).
215.

See Melanie Hicken, Average Cost to Raise a Kid: $241,080, CNN (Aug. 14, 2013, 7:28

PM), www.money.cnn.com/2013/08/14/pf/cost-children (stating that the cost of raising a child has
increased since 2011). The average cost for a middle-class family to raise a child is $241,080, not
including the cost of college. Id. Compare that with the average cost of an abortion, $485. Jones et
al., At What Cost?, supranote 29, at e175.
216. Lang, supranote 214, at 50.
217. Id.
218. See id. at 50, 55 (explaining how women must divide their days between work and
childcare).
219. Id.at 45, 50.
COST OF UNINTENDED
THOMAS
& EMILY
MONEA,
THE HIGH
220. ADAM
PREGNANCY 3 (2011), available at www.brookings.edu/-/media/research/files/papers/2011/7/

unintended%20pregnancy%20thomas%20monea/07_unintendedpregnancythomas-monea.pdf
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should be both legal and accessible. 221 However, a majority of
Americans also state that they do not want their tax dollars spent on
abortions.222 Yet, what many of them do not realize is that when a
woman is denied an abortion, taxpayers are the ones helping her pay for
the expenses incurred during birth and while raising the child.223
Children of unintended pregnancies are more likely to drop out of
school, engage in criminal or delinquent activity, or end up on welfare as
adults.224 Also, infants from unplanned pregnancies are more likely to be
born premature.22 5 If a woman fully intended to terminate a pregnancy,
she may not have obtained the necessary prenatal care before learning
that she was over the time limit to have a legal abortion.226 Such lack of
prenatal care can cause premature births, which ultimately costs society
billions of dollars. 227 Even aside from premature births, over six billion
tax dollars are spent each year on medical care of children born from
unintended pregnancies that do not result in abortion.228 Thus, the
economic and social effects of denied abortions fully support the
conclusion that strict gestational age limits are unduly burdensome on
both the women seeking the procedure and the taxpayers incurring the
costs of carrying an unwanted pregnancy to term.229
C. Reducing the Negative Effects of GestationalAge Limits
To negate the burden of gestational age limits, several efforts can be
made to prevent unwanted pregnancies before they happen. 230 For
example, less expensive and more accessible contraception can
221.

Tracy Connor, 40 Years After Roe v. Wade, More States RestrictingAbortion, NBC NEWS

(Jan. 21, 2013, 5:20 PM), http://usnews.nbcnews.com/_news/2013/01/21/16624980-40-years-afterroe-v-wade-more-states-restricting-abortion.
222. Id.
223. See THOMAS & MONEA, supranote 220, at 3.
224. Id. at 2; Nancy Felipe Russo & Henry P. David, When PregnanciesAre Unwanted, PROCHOICE FORUM (Mar. 5, 2002), www.prochoiceforum.org.uk/psyocr2.php.
225. Suezanne T. Orr et al., Unintended Pregnancy and Preterm Birth, 14 PAEDIATRIC &
PERINATAL EPIDEMIOLOGY 309, 312 (2000).
226. See Deanna L. Pagnini & Nancy E. Reichman, PsychosocialFactors and the Timing of
PrenatalCare Among Women in New Jersey's HealthStart Program,32 FAM. PLAN. PERSP. 56, 60-

61 (2000) (stating that women with unwanted pregnancies, including women who plan to abort, are
sixty-three percent less likely to seek early prenatal care).
227.

(Richard
228.
229.
230.

INST. OF MED., PRETERM BIRTH: CAUSES, CONSEQUENCES, AND PREVENTION 399

E. Behrman & Adrienne Stith Butler eds., 2007).
THOMAS & MONEA, supra note 220, at 3.
See discussion supra Part III.B.2.
See Stephanie Pappas, Free Birth Control Cuts Abortion Rate by 62 Percent,

LIVESCIENCE (Oct. 4, 2012, 5:00 PM), www.livescience.com/23726-birth-control-abortion-rate.html

[hereinafter Pappas, Free Birth Control] (stating that almost half of all pregnancies in the United
States are unplanned, and about forty-three percent of them end in abortion).
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drastically reduce the abortion rate.231 A recent study has concluded that
changes to public contraceptive policy, including free birth control for
women, can prevent up to seventy-one percent of abortions performed in
the United States each year.232 Free birth control has had an especially
substantial impact on the teenage birth rate, reducing it from 34.3 to 6.3
births per 1000 teenage girls.233 Younger women, ages twenty to twentyfour, are more likely to seek late-term abortions.2 34 Therefore, increasing
contraceptive use as early as the teenage years can prevent many women
from obtaining late-term abortions, or alternatively,
from being denied
235
by abortion providers due to gestational age limits.
For the most effective results, however, accessibility to
contraception must be coupled with better sexual health education.236
Young and low-income women are often less informed about family
planning.237 Not only do they need better access to contraceptives, but
they also need to be educated on the types of contraceptives available,
the risks and benefits of each type, and most importantly, how to
properly follow a birth control regimen.238

231. Olivia B. Waxman, Study: Free Birth Control Slashes Abortion Rates, TIME
(Oct. 5, 2012), www.healthland.time.com/2012/10/05/study-free-birth-control-significantly-cutsabortion-rates.
232. Id.
233. Id.
234. Cheryl Wetzstein, Study IDs Reasonsfor Late-Term Abortions; Age of Women, Financial
Issues Factor in, WASH. TIMES, Dec. 11, 2013, at A8.
235. See id; Waxman, supra note 231. The Affordable Care Act hopes to stimulate change in
public policy by requiring employers to offer health insurance plans that cover the cost of birth
control. Pappas, Free Birth Control, supra note 230. However, the birth control mandate has faced
strong public opposition, and it will be challenged in the Supreme Court in 2014 under claims that it
violates the freedom of religion of religiously-affiliated employers. See Religion Re-Enters
ObamaCare Debate as Sotomayor Delays Contraceptive Mandate, Fox NEWS (Jan. 2, 2014),
www.foxnews.com/politics/2014/01/01/obamacare-birth-control-mandate-halted-for-catholic-group.
236. Emma Gray, Birth Control Study: Over 2 in 5 Women in the United States Don't Use
Contraception, HUFFINGTON POST, Sept. 21, 2012, www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/09/21/birthcontrol-study-over-2-in-5-women-dont-use-contraception_n_ 1904802.html.
237. See id.; see also Tara Culp-Ressler, Unintended Pregnancies Are Increasingly
Concentrated Among Poor Women Who Lack Birth Control Access, THINKPROGRESS (Sept. 9,
2013, 4:08 PM), thinkprogress.org/health/2013/09/09/259301 1/unintended-pregnancies-poorwomen ("Of all the women in the U.S. who are at risk for an unintended pregnancy, 35 percent say
they either inconsistently use contraception or don't use any form of contraception at all.").
Research suggests that abstinence-only education does a huge disservice to teenagers, leaving them
uninformed about sexual health later in life. Gray, supra note 236.
238. Id. Long-term contraceptives, such as the intrauterine device and implants, can be the
most effective methods of birth control for less educated women because they do not require women
to remember to take a pill at the same time every day. Alice Park, Which Birth Control Works Best?
(Hint: It's Not the Pill), TIME (May 24, 2012), www.healthland.time.com/2012/05/24/iuds-andimplants-beat-the-pill-in-preventing-pregnancy.
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Better education is also an essential element for post-pregnancy
solutions to alleviate the burden of gestational age limits. 239 Even if the
accessibility of early-term abortions increases, as this Note advocates
for,240 some women may still seek late-term abortions and be denied by
abortion providers. 241 For instance, forty-eight percent of women turned
away by abortion providers cited failure to recognize that they were
pregnant as the main reason that they delayed the procedure.242 Some
women simply do not experience common pregnancy symptoms until
very late into the pregnancy. 243 In such circumstances, post-birth
alternatives must be made available to alleviate the consequences of
carrying an unplanned pregnancy to term.2 "
One solution is for states to provide counseling, making women
aware of the alternatives to abortion.245 This may include government
assistance programs that can provide: emotional therapy; financial
support for prenatal care and the costs of raising a child; references to
adoption agencies; and education and employment resources.246 The
bottom line is that almost half of all pregnancies in the United States are
unplanned, and to reduce the consequences of such pregnancies, states
should implement public policies to assist and educate women about all
the family planning options that are available to them.247 However, the
best way to reduce the negative effects of gestational age limits, as this
Note proposes, is to increase accessibility of early-term abortions by
reducing the cost of the procedure.248

239. For example, women are often misinformed about the possibilities of adoption. See
Meredith Clark, Adopted Against Her Will: One Woman Shares Her Story, NBC NEWS (April 28,
2013, 1:47 PM), www.nbcnews.com/id/51694188/#.UtlVyeDOBDO (stating that 'misinformation
[is] seeded in from the very beginning' of the adoption process"). Only about nine percent of
women who are denied abortions decide to put their baby up for adoption. Lang, supra note 214, at
44.
240. See discussion infra Part V.B.1.
241. See Upadhyay et al., supra note 30, at e3 (listing the reasons women delay abortions).
242. Id.
243. See, e.g., Elizabeth Landau, They Didn't Know They Were Pregnant,CNN (July 10, 2012,
11:57 AM), www.cnn.com/2012/07/05/health/living-well/pregnant-no-symptoms.
244. See discussion supra Part 1I.B.3.
245. See Paul Strand, State's Funds Offer 'Real Alternatives' to Abortion,
CBN NEWS (June 25, 2013), www.cbn.com/cbnnews/us/2013/June/Pa-Tax-Dollars-Offer-RealAlternatives-to-Abortion (discussing unique state programs that provide post-birth alternatives to
abortion).
246. See id.
247. See Pappas, Free Birth Control,supra note 230.
248. See discussion infra Part V.
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Strict gestational age limits are an unconstitutional restriction on
abortions because of the consequence they invoke-the denial of
abortions for many low-income women. 249 Although the laws are
unconstitutional, this Note does not argue for overturning them, because
such efforts seem unpromising, at least in the status quo of the abortion
debate.250 Instead, reducing the cost of the procedure could minimize the
effect of gestational age limits to a level that is not unduly
burdensome.2 5 ' Repealing physician-only laws-which are in effect in
many states252-is a reasonable solution to reduce the cost of
abortions.253 Physician-only laws hold no medical or legal weight.2 54
Non-physicians, such as nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and
certified nurse-midwives, 255 have the qualifications to perform abortions
safely and moreover, at lower costs. 256 Not only can nurses provide the
service at a lower price tag, they can also increase the accessibility of the
procedure, in effect reducing many out-of-pocket expenses. 257 The loe
lower
the cost of the procedure, the less time women will need to gather
necessary funds, ensuring that they will obtain an abortion before they
surpass the legal time limit. 25 8 Thus, repealing physician-only laws can
prove to be the most effective abortion policy, minimizing the burden of
gestational age limits and allowing such restrictions to pass
constitutional muster.259 The way that cost-reducing abortion policies
can curtail the burden of gestational age limits is explained in
249. See Upadhyay et al., supranote 30, at e5-e6; discussion supra Part HI.B.2.
250. See, e.g., Liz Halloran & Julie Rovner, High Court'sPass on 'FetalPain' Abortion Case
Unlikely to Cool Debate, NPR (Jan. 13, 2014, 4:40 PM), www.npr.org/blogs/itsallpolitics/2014/
01/13/262178284/high-court-wont-hear-fetal-pain-abortion-case-as-debate-rages.
251. See discussion infra Part IV.A; see also discussion supraPart lI.B. 1 (describing how the
undue burden test is the standard of review for laws imposing gestational age limits on abortions).
252. For a map of the United States depicting the type of physician-only laws that are in effect
in each state, see Tracy A. Weitz et al., Safety of Aspiration Abortion Performed by Nurse
Practitioners, Certified Nurse Midwives, and Physician Assistants Under a California Legal
Waiver, 103 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 454, 454,455 fig.1 (2013).
253. See discussion infra Part IV.B.
254. See discussion infra Part 1V.B.2. For example, state courts have refused to uphold
physician-only laws. See, e.g., Planned Parenthood of Middle Tenn. v. Sundquist, 38 S.W.3d 1, 22
(Tenn. 2000) (stating that many healthcare professionals can provide effective abortion counseling
and therefore, a physician-only requirement could not be upheld).
255. Hereinafter, nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and certified nurse-midwives will be
collectively referred to as "nurses."
256. See discussion infra Part IV.B.1.
257. See discussion infra Part IV.B. 1.
258. See Upadhyay et al., supra note 30, at e3, e6 (stating that majority of women cited the cost
of abortion and the time needed to obtain financing as the main reason they delay the procedure).
259. See discussion infra Part IV.
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Subpart A. 260 Subpart B illustrates how repealing physician-only laws
can be the most reasonable method in reducing the cost of abortions,
consistent with legal and medical concerns.261
A.

Reducing the Cost ofAbortion to Minimize the
Burden of GestationalAge Limits

Gestational age limits make abortion an impossible option for many
economically disadvantaged women. 262 Nevertheless, remedies-other
than declaring gestational age limits void in their entirety-may be
available.263 In Ayotte v. Planned Parenthood of Northern New
England,2 4 the Supreme Court explained that when only a part of an
abortion law is held unconstitutional, a court may enjoin only that part
and allow the remainder of the law to move forward into enactment. 65
At issue in Ayotte was a New Hampshire law that required parental
notification when a minor sought to terminate a pregnancy, even when
termination was necessary to preserve the minor's health.266 The Court
stated that the law would only be unconstitutional when applied to a
limited number of cases-where an immediate abortion was necessary to
preserve a minor's health, and where parental notification would
undermine medical judgment and constitute an undue burden.26 7 Thus,
rather than enjoining the entire statute, the Court remanded the case to
the lower court, recommending that only unconstitutional applications of
the statute be prohibited.2 68 Constitutional applications, on the other
hand, protected the state's interest in requiring parental involvement
when a minor who lacked maturity and judgment decided to have an
abortion. 269 The Court explained that when reviewing abortion laws,
260. See discussion infra Part W.A.
261. See discussion infra Part 1B.
262. See discussion supra Part HI.B.2. Many women are denied abortions because they cannot
raise enough money for the procedure within the legal time limits. Upadhyay et al., supra note 30, at
e3, e5.
263. See, e.g., Ayotte v. Planned Parenthood of Northem New England, 546 U.S. 320, 328-31
(2006) (enjoining only one part of an abortion law that constituted an undue burden, but not the law
in its entirety); Jackson Women's Health Org. v. Currier, 878 F. Supp. 2d 714, 720 (S.D. Miss.
2012) (citing Ayotte, 546 U.S. at 328-29).
264. 546 U.S. 320 (2006).
265. Id.at 328-29. The Court was mindful that legislatures generally prefer to see a portion of
their statute enforced rather than no statute at all. Id at 330.
266. Id. at 323-24.
267. Id. at328,331.
268. Id. at 331; see also Dahnke-Walker Milling Co. v. Bondurant, 257 U.S. 282, 289 (1921)
("A statute may be invalid as applied to one state of facts and yet valid as applied to another.").
269. Ayotte, 546 U.S. at 326; see also Hodgson v. Minnesota, 497 U.S. 417, 444-45 (1990)
("The State has a strong and legitimate interest in the welfare of its young citizens, whose
immaturity, inexperience, and lack ofjudgment may sometimes impair their ability to exercise their
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courts ought to respect the legislature's work so as to not "frustrate[] the
intent of the elected representatives of the people. ' 7 ° In doing so, courts
should narrow the remedy to the problem.27 1
The problem with gestational age limits is that they impose a strict
time limitation for women to realize that they are pregnant, make the
decision to terminate the pregnancy, and save enough money for the
procedure.272 Due to the high cost of abortions, the third step tends to
require the most time and is cited as one of the main reasons why women
delay the procedure and, consequently, are denied by abortion
providers.27 3 Thus, it follows that lowering the cost of abortions would
reduce the time that women need to save money for the procedure,
allowing women to overcome the burden of gestational age limits while
simultaneously abiding by the time limits they impose.274
Such a remedy would also be consistent with the intent of
legislatures-to protect the unborn life. 275 Legislators often rely on
scientific studies suggesting that a fetus can feel pain as early as twenty
weeks into a pregnancy to justify strict gestational age limits on
abortion.276 The point at which a fetus can feel pain, however, is a notion
that remains heavily disputed among medical researchers.2 77
Nevertheless, as the definitions of viability and fetal pain continue to
change with medical and scientific progress, 278 twenty-week bans on
abortion may very well become medically justified in the near future.279
rights wisely.").
270. Ayotte, 546 U.S. at 329.
271. Id. at 328-29; see also Leading Cases, 120 HARV. L. REV. 125, 296-97 (2006) (analyzing
the Court's decision in Ayotte).
272. See Finer et al., supra note 6, at 114-15 (analyzing the factors women consider when
making the decision to have an abortion); Jones et al., At What Cost?, supra note 29, at e176
(explaining the various expenses factored into the cost of obtaining an abortion).
273. See Upadhyay et al., supranote 30, at e3, e5.
274. See id. at e6. Strengthening financial support and accessibility of abortions for low-income
women is essential to changing the statistics on the number of unwanted pregnancies carried to term
in the United States. Id; see also discussion supra Part III.B.2 (discussing the financial struggle for
low-income women who want to obtain abortions).
275. See Eckholm, New Laws in 6 States, supra note 137. Eckholm states that: "The purpose of
this type of bill [a 20-week abortion ban] is to focus on the humanity of the unborn child...." Id.
(quoting Mary Spaulding Balch, director of state legislation for the National Right to Life
Committee).
276. Id. But see, e.g., Susan J. Lee et al., Fetal Pain:A Systematic MultidisciplinaryReview of
the Evidence, 294 J. AM. MED. ASW'N 947, 952 (2005) (concluding that a fetus does not develop
pain perception until the third trimester of pregnancy, typically occurring around the twenty-ninth or
thirtieth week).
277. Pam Belluck, Complex Science at Issue in Politics of Fetal Pain, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 17,
2013, at Al; Eckholm, New Laws in 6 States, supranote 137.
278. See Arzuaga &Lee, supra note 175, at 1047, 1051.
279. See id. (explaining how the definition of viability has changed from twenty-eight weeks,
when Roe was decided in 1973, to as low as twenty-three weeks).
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And, if medicine defines law, 280 then twenty-week bans may become
legally justified as well. 281 Therefore, instead of voiding gestational age
limits in their entirety for imposing an undue burden, lowering the cost
of the procedure can protect women's right to choose
abortion, while
282
preserving state interest in protecting the unborn life.
States have a duty to protect constitutional rights, which
encompasses the duty to ensure that the right to abortion is afforded to
everyone, including low-income women.283 In Harris v. McRae, 84 the
Supreme Court established that there is no constitutional right to a
federally-funded abortion. 285 The Court explained that although a state
cannot impose obstacles on women seeking to abort a fetus, it does not
mean that a state must remove obstacles that it did not create, such as the
cost of the procedure.286 Nevertheless, several state courts have allowed
state funds to pay for abortions when interpreting their own state
constitutions. 287 Seventeen states use public funding to pay for medically
necessary abortions.288 Strict gestational age limits do not afford the right
to abortion to low-income women, and therefore, states should
implement cost-minimizing abortion policies to resolve this problem.289
As this Note proposes, there are options available for states to reduce the
cost of abortion without relying solely on federal or state funding.290

280. See id. at 1051.
281. See id.
282. Cost-reducing policies, like repealing physician-only laws as this Note proposes, can be a
perfect compromise between pro-life and pro-choice activists. See Michelle LeBaron & Nike
Carstarphen, Pro-Life and Pro-ChoiceAdvocates Seek to Bridge the GreatDivide, MEDIATE (1998),
www.mediate.com/articles/prolifeC.cfin (explaining that many pro-life and pro-choice advocates
have increasing become willing to engage in "[c]ommon ground dialogues" to prevent further
polarization of their goals and interests in the abortion debate). Lower costs would increase
accessibility, encourage women to obtain abortions earlier, and thus, also protect pro-life values of
protecting the fetus from any pain or suffering. See Cheu, supra note 4, at 119-20 (analyzing pro-life
and pro-choice values); discussion infra Part IV.B.
283. See Cooper v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 1, 18 (1958). In Cooper, the Supreme Court established
that the federal Constitution, as well as federal judiciary interpretations of constitutional provisions
are the supreme law of the land. Id. Moreover, state officials are committed by oath to support the
Constitution and its basic principles. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 153 (1973) (affording the right to
abortion to all women); Cooper,358 U.S. at 18.
284. 448 U.S. 297 (1980).
285. Id. at 316-17.
286. Id. at316.
287. See, e.g., Committee to Defend Reprod. Rights v. Myers, 625 P.2d 779, 790, 798-99 (Cal.
1981) (diverting from federal precedent and establishing that California state funding is available to
finance abortions); Women of the State v. Gomez, 542 N.W.2d 17, 30 (Minn. 1995) (concluding
that Minnesota's state constitution affords greater protection than its federal counterpart).
288. STATE POLICIES INBRIEF: AN OVERVIEW OF ABORTION LAWS, supra note 21.
289. See discussion supra Part IV.A.
290. See discussion supra Part HI.C; infraPart IV.B.
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B. RepealingPhysician-OnlyLaws to Reduce the Cost of Abortion
Many states restrict abortion by prohibiting non-physicians,
including nurses, from performing the procedure. 29 1 Such physician-only
laws are overwhelmingly prevalent throughout the United States.292 Only
four states-Vermont, New Hampshire, Montana, and Oregon-allow
nurses to perform medication and early-term aspiration abortions.293
Thirty-nine states explicitly require the procedure to be performed by a
licensed physician. 294 Physician-only laws have a significant impact on
the accessibility of abortion,295 and if repealed, many women would be
able to obtain the procedure earlier in their pregnancies, and
consequently, the abortions would be safer and less costly. 296 Subpart
B.1 analyzes nurses' qualifications to perform early-term abortions
safely and at lower costs. 29 7 Subpart B.2 concludes that physician-only
laws should be repealed because they hold no medical or legal weight.298
1. Nurses as Safe and Inexpensive Abortion Providers
Nurses have the education and experience to qualify as safe primary
care providers.299 Patients who utilize nurse practitioners, for example,
were found to receive higher standards of care, mainly because nurses
devote more time than physicians to counseling, assessment, and patient
follow-up. 300 Nurses can be trained to serve as safe and competent

291. Jennifer Templeton Dunn & Lindsay Parham, After the Choice: Challenging California's
Physician-Only Abortion Restriction Under the State Constitution, 61 UCLA L. REV. DISCOURSE
22, 29 (2013); Weitz et al., supranote 252, at 454.
292. Weitz et al., supra note 252, at 455 fig. 1.
293. Id. at 454, 455 fig. 1. Aspiration abortions are commonly performed in the first trimester to
terminate a pregnancy by inserting a small tube into the uterus that removes fetal tissue. See
Kathleen Miles, California Bill Would Let Nurses Perform Abortions During First Trimester,
HUFFINGTON POST, Aug. 28, 2013, www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/28/califomia-nursesabortions n 3819704.html.
294.

STATE POLICIES IN BRIEF: AN OVERVIEW OF ABORTION LAWS, supra note 21. Some states

even require a second licensed physician to be in involved in an abortion, especially when
performed late in the pregnancy. Id.
295. Weitz et al., supra note 252, at 458-59 (concluding that increased access to abortion can
be best achieved by expanding the number and type of healthcare professionals who can provide the
procedure).
296. See Upadbyay et al., supranote 30, at e6 (stating that increased access can reduce many
expenses associated with obtaining an abortion); Weitz et al., supranote 252, at 459.
297. See discussion infra Part IV.B.1.
298. See discussion infra Part IV.B.2.
299. Dunn & Parham, supra note 291, at 30. Nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and
certified nurse-midwives all hold advanced degrees in science and healthcare. Id. During their
education, nurses gain expertise through both classroom and clinical work. Id.
300. Amanda Cassidy, Nurse Practitioners and Primary Care, HEALTHAFFAIRS 2,
www.healthaffairs.org/healthpolicybriefs/brief.php?brief id=92 (last updated May 15, 2013).
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abortion providers, as well.3 ° ' In fact, nurses have been safely
performing aspiration abortions in clinics throughout Montana since Roe
was decided in 1973 .302 An early-term abortion is one of the safest
medical procedures available to women.30 3 Complications from earlyterm abortions are less frequent and less severe than those associated
with later-term abortions. 3° Moreover, studies have found that only one
additional complication is likely to occur for every 120
abortions performed by a nurse rather than a physician. 30 5 This 0.83%
risk difference is trivial, especially because it mostly accounts for very
minor complications. 306
Not only can nurses perform abortions safely, they can do so at a
greatly reduced cost.30 7 Nurses are typically paid much less than
physicians for providing the same services. 30 8 Nurses also order fewer
tests, further reducing medical costs. 30 9 Aside from decreasing the price
tag on abortions, nurses can also increase accessibility of the
procedure,3 10 which is paralleled with the reduction of many

301. Dunn & Parham, supra note 291, at 32-33.
302. Id. at 32.
303. Id. at 33.
304. Id. For example, risk of death from abortion complications increases exponentially by
thirty-eight percent with each additional week a woman delays the procedure. Linda A. Bartlett et
al., Risk Factors for Legal Induced Abortion-Related Mortality in the United States, 103
OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 729, 731 (2004).

305. Weitz et al., supra note 252, at 458.
306. Id. at 458-59. The minor complications included incomplete abortions, infection, and mild
pain. Elizabeth Fernandez, Study: Abortions Are Safe When Performed by Nurse Practitioners,
Physician Assistants, Certified Nurse Midwives, U. CAL. S.F. (Jan. 17, 2013),
www.ucsf.edu/news/2013/01/13403/study-abortions-are-safe-when-performed-nurse-practitionersphysician-assistants. The researchers also predict that these statistics will narrow as nurses gain
more experience as abortion providers. Weitz et al., supra note 252, at 459.
307. See Trained Midwives and Nurses Can Provide Early Medical Abortions as
Safely and Effectively as Doctors, MED. NEWS TODAY (Mar. 30, 2011, 4:00 PM),
www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/220681.php (stating that nurses play an important role in
expanding access to low-cost abortions and decreasing the number of unsafe and illegal abortions
performed in many countries due to the scarcity of doctors).
308. Cassidy, supra note 300, at 3. For example, Medicare pays nurse practitioners
eighty-five percent of the amount it pays to physicians for the same services. Id;
see also, e.g., Tina Rosenberg, Op-Ed., The Family Doctor, Minus the MD., N.Y.
TIMEs, Oct. 24, 2012, http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/10/24/the-family-doctor-minusthe-m-d/?thp--true&type=blogs&r-0 (explaining that a nurse-led clinic in Indiana receives
about $453 per patient per year, whereas a physician-led clinic receives $549).
309. Cassidy, supra note 300, at 3.
310. See Weitz et al., supra note 252, at 454, 459. In Arizona, for example, when a physicianonly law was implemented in 2009, many abortion facilities were forced to close down because they
were exclusively operated by nurse practitioners. Id. at 454. Arizona can serve as a lesson that
physician-only laws greatly limit women's access to abortion, and thus, repealing such laws could
provide the opposite effect. See id. at 454, 459.
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abortion-related expenses."' Nurses can expand abortion services to
many underserved areas.3 12 As a result, women would need to travel less
to obtain an abortion, minimizing the cost of transportation, overnight
stay, time off work, and childcare or eldercare.313 Therefore, repealing
physician-only laws and encouraging nurses to train in early-term
abortion services would eliminate the two greatest obstacles facing
almost all low-income women who are looking to obtain abortions: time
and money.314
Measures to train nurses in abortion services, however, may face a
few limitations. 315 First, some anti-abortion activists believe that nurses
may not be willing to engage in the termination of a pregnancy for
personal or religious reasons.316 In reality, though, nurses, in a
predominately female profession,317 may be more likely to sympathize
with female patients and more willing to assist those patients who decide
to have an abortion.3 18 Furthermore, nurses can fill the shortage of
abortion providers quickly because a nursing degree requires a fraction
of the time that it319takes physicians to complete their training and
educational degrees.
311. Upadhyay et al., supranote 30, at e6.
312. See id.; Weitz et al., supra note 252, at 459.
313. See Dunn & Parham, supra note 291, at 28-29.
314. See discussion supra Part lHI.B.2.
315. See Claire Rashid, Benefits and Limitations of Nurses Taking on Aspects of the Clinical
Role of Doctors in Primary Care: IntegrativeLiterature Review, 66 J. ADVANCED NURSING 1658,
1667 (2010) (stating that nurses may have less competence and knowledge and may feel pressure to
conform to physicians' methods of practice).
316. See, e.g., Cenzon-Decarlo v. Mount Sinai Hosp., 626 F.3d 695, 696 (2d Cir. 2010)
(hearing a lawsuit filed by a nurse for emotional harm that she alleged to have suffered when she
was compelled by her employer to participate in an abortion).
317. See U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, MEN IN NURSING OCCUPATIONS 2-3 (2013), available at
www.census.gov/people/io/files/Men in NursingOccupations.pdf. In 2011, ninety-one percent of
nurses in the United States were female. Id.
318. See LEN BOWERS ET AL., FACTORS UNDERLYING AND MAINTAINING NURSES' ATTITUDES
TO PATIENTS WITH SEVERE PERSONALITY DISORDER 29 (2000), available at
www.kcl.ac.uk/iop/depts/hspr/research/ciemh/mhn/projects/personalitydisorder/spd.pdf (stating that
female nurses tend to have a more sympathetic approach to patients with personality disorders than
male nurses); Rebecca Garden, Sympathy, Disability, and the Nurse: Female Power in Edith
Wharton's The Fruit of the Tree, 31 J. MED. HUMAN. 223, 228-29 (2010) (book review) (discussing
a novel about a nurse and her sympathetic approach to patient relationships); see also Miles, supra
note 293 (predicting that nurses may be willing to risk and overcome the social stigma of being
labeled as an abortion provider).
319. See Cassidy, supra note 300, at 2. Physicians must complete four years of medical school,
followed by three to seven years of residency training, depending on their specialty. Veritas Prep,
Should You Go to Medical School or Nursing School?, U.S. NEWS (Aug. 29, 2011),
www.usnews.com/education/blogs/medical-school-admissions-doctor/2011/08/29/should-you-goto-medical-school-or-nursing-school. In comparison, nurse practitioners can obtain a nursing degree
from a two-, three-, or four-year school, and then complete a master's degree in an additional two
years. Id.
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A second limitation may be scope of practice laws for nursing that
vary by state.320 A few states require physician involvement when a
nurse prescribes medication to, diagnoses, or treats a patient.32 ' Safe,
early-term abortions, however, would be a logical addition to the scope
of nursing.322 Nurses already perform almost all other childbearingrelated tasks, from counseling patients on contraceptive care to providing
prenatal care and postnatal follow-ups. 323 The scope of nursing laws may
actually provide further support for repealing physician-only laws
because they are sufficiently narrow to stand alone in protecting the
health and safety of patients, while allowing nurses to expand their
authority. 324 Moreover, the Patient Protection and the Affordable Care
3 26
Act 325 aims, among other things, to expand the scope of nursing.
Specifically, it hopes to boost nurse practitioners into the roles of
primary healthcare providers.3 27 Although the future of the Affordable
Care Act remains quite uncertain, 328 it creates promise that in the future
of healthcare, physician-only abortion laws will have no merit in law,
politics, or medicine.329
2. Physician-Only Laws Hold No Medical or Legal Weight
In Mazurek v. Annstrong,330 the Supreme Court upheld a Montana
physician-only restriction on abortions, concluding that it did not

320. For a map illustrating the scope of nursing in each state, see Cassidy, supra note 300, at 2
exhibit 1.
321. Id. at 1.
322. See Why Midwives Would Make Great Abortion Providers, RADICAL DOULA,
www.radicaldoula.com/2011/03/10/why-midwives-would-make-great-abortion-providers
(last
visited July 20, 2014).
323. See Dunn & Parham, supra note 291, at 29, 31; Why Midwives Would Make Great
Abortion Providers,supra note 322.
324. Dunn & Parham, supra note 291, at 41-42.
325. Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat. 119 (codified
as amended in scattered sections of 42 U.S.C.).
326. See Cassidy, supra note 300, at 3; Bruce Japsen, Doctor Shortage Could Ease as
Obamacare Boosts Nurses, Physician Assistants, FORBES (Nov. 4, 2013, 3:59 PM),
www.forbes.com/sites/brucejapsen/2013/11/04/doctor-shortage-could-ease-as-obamacare-boostsnurses-physician-assistants.
327. Primary

Care

Workforce,

NAT'L

CONF.

ST.

LEGISLATURES

(Nov.

2011),

www.ncsl.org/research/health/primary-care-workforce.aspx.
328. ObamaCare Deadline Is a Milestone and Marker of Uncertainty, Fox
NEWS (Dec. 23, 2013), www.foxnews.com/politics/2013/12/23/monday-deadline-for-obamacare-ismilestone-and-marker-uncertainty.
329. See discussion infra Part IV.B.2.
330. 520 U.S. 968 (1997).
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constitute an undue burden. 331 Nevertheless, several state courts have
recognized that physician-only laws are nothing more "than the divisive
and vocal politics of abortion. 3 32 In fact, the same Montana law was
challenged again two years later in front of the Montana Supreme
33 3
law
This time, the state court declared the
Court.
334 physician-only
Constitution.
Montana
the
under
unconstitutional
Other state courts have reached similar conclusions when
interpreting their own state constitutions. 335 The courts explain that there
is no evidence that legislation banning nurses from performing earlyterm abortions is necessary to protect maternal health.336 Both medical
and legal analyses support the conclusion that nurses are fully capable of
terminating pregnancies safely, at least in the first trimester.Y But even
if physician-only laws pass constitutional muster, they ought to be
repealed as a means of decreasing the cost of the procedure and
validating strict gestational age limits that many states have been eager
to impose.338
California is the most recent state to repeal its physician-only
restriction, going "against the political tide" of states limiting access to
abortion. 339 As this Note relies on Texas abortion law to frame the
problem of gestational age limits, 340 it in turn relies on the new
California law to frame its solution. 341 California Assembly Bill No. 154,
passed in October 2013, amended California Business and Professions
Code to read the following:
A person shall not be subject to [punishment for unlawful practice] if
he or she performs an abortion by medication or aspiration techniques
in the first trimester of pregnancy, and at the time of so doing, has a
valid, unrevoked, and unsuspended license or certificate obtained in
accordance with the Nursing Practice Act.. . or the Physician
Assistant Practice Act... that authorizes him or her to perform the
331. Id. at 973-74.
332. Armstrong v. State, 989 P.2d 364, 382 (Mont. 1999).
333. Dunn & Parham, supra note 291, at 37-38.
334. Id.
335. See, e.g., Planned Parenthood of Middle Tenn. v. Sundquist, 38 S.W.3d 1, 22 (Tenn.
2000) (refusing to uphold a physician-only counseling requirement under Tennessee law).
336. Armstrong, 989 P.2d at 382; see also Sundquist, 38 S.W.3d at 22 (stating that the
physician-only counseling requirement directly conflicts with the practices of the medical
community).
337. See Dunn & Parham, supranote 291, at 25; discussion supra Part IV.B. 1.
338. See discussion supra Part IV.A-B. 1.
339. Ian Lovett, CaliforniaExpands Availability of Abortions, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 10, 2013, at
A14.
340. See supranotes 138-42 and accompanying text.
341. See discussion supra notes 249-340 and accompanying text.
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functions necessary
for an abortion by medication or aspiration
342

techniques.

The amendment aims at providing women with more options to obtain
abortions earlier in their pregnancy, when abortions are safest and least
expensive.343 It further shows promise that other state legislatures may
follow in California's footsteps and repeal their physician-only abortion
laws in the near future. 3 "
V.

CONCLUSION

Since Casey established a lenient standard of review for abortion
restrictions, 45 states have moved further and further away from the
essential holding of Roe-to preserve the fundamental right to privacy
vested in the personal decision to choose an abortion.34 6 Many people
would be outraged if they had to travel over 150 miles for a routine
medical procedure; yet, few people raise their brow when a woman has
to travel that same distance to obtain an abortion. 347 The status quo is
clear-abortions are very much legal,34 8 common,349 and safe35°-and
state legislatures must face this reality.
But the fight over abortion is a complex one, encompassing
political, medical, ethical, and legal concerns.35 1 The future of abortion

342. CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE § 2253(a)(2) (West Supp. 2014).
343. Lovett, supranote 339; Tara Culp-Ressler, CaliforniaIntroduces Bill to Expand Access to
First-Trimester Abortions, THINKPROGRESS (Jan. 23, 2013, 9:01 AM), thinkprogress.org/health/
2013/01/23/1483601/california-expand-abortion-access.
344. See Anna Almendrala, California Abortion Law Allows Non-Physician Clinicians to
Perform First-Term Procedures, HUFFINGTON POST, Oct. 10, 2013, www.huffingtonpost.com/
2013/l0/09/california-abortion-law n_4074090.html. Tracy Weitz, who helped finalize the
California bill has said, "[w]e hope that we begin to pass evidence-based abortion regulation and
reverse the trend that we see of people passing laws to shut abortion down." Id; see also Lovett,
supra note 339 (stating that this is not the first time California diverted from a political trend).
345. Borgmann, supranote 98, at 687-89, 693.
346. Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 851 (1992).
347. See Upadhyay et al., supra note 30, at e5; S.E. Smith, How Abortion Funds Help Fill in
the Widening Gaps in Care, CARE2 (June 12, 2014, 2:30 PM), www.care2.com/causes/howabortion-funds-help-fill-in-the-widening-gaps-in-care.html; see also Report, Janice C. Probst et al.,
Mode of Travel and Actual Distance Traveled for Medical or Dental Care by
Rural and Urban Residents
13 (May 2006), available at rhr.sph.sc.edu/reportl(61)%20Mode%20of/o2OTravel%20and%2OActual%2ODistance%2OTraveled.pdf
(stating that on
average, Americans travel 10.2 miles for routine medical or dental care).
348. See Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 153 (1973).
349. See STATE FACTS ABOUT ABORTION: TEXAS, supra note 7.
350. See id.
351. See Neal Devins, Through the Looking Glass: What Abortion Teaches Us About American
Politics, 94 COLUM. L. REv. 293, 294-95 (1994) (reviewing BARBARA HINKSON CRAIG & DAvID
M. O'BREN, ABORTION AND AMERIcAN POLrrIcs (1993)).
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law is unclear.352 Perhaps in the next few years, the abortion debate will
be lost in a sea of litigation over the Affordable Care Act.353 And,
although the Affordable Care Act has an unclear future itself, it provides
some direction for promoting nurses into primary care positions.354 Thus,
it can help pave the way for the trend that has already begun in
California: the repeal of physician-only abortion laws, to increase the
accessibility of the procedure.355
Nurses are qualified to terminate early-term abortions safely, and at
a reduced cost. 356 This, in turn, can allow women to save money and
obtain the procedure earlier in their pregnancies.3 57 Therefore, repealing
physician-only laws could undo the burden of strict gestational age
limits, and allow such restrictions to pass constitutional muster.358 The
key to bridging the divide between pro-life and pro-choice activists is
compromise 3 59-if states wish to impose narrow time limits on abortion,
then they must repeal their physician-only laws to make the procedure
more accessible in the first trimester. 360 Such a solution would allow
low-income women to exercise their right to abort a pregnancy,
if they so choose, while preserving pro-life values of protecting the
unborn life. 36'
Unplanned pregnancies force women to make very difficult
decisions. 362 For those who are denied by abortion providers, the
consequences are dire.363 This Note hopes to provide some recourse for
364
women who face the uphill battle against gestational age limits.

352. See, e.g., Emily wagster Pettus, Jackson Women's Health Organization, Mississippi's
Sole Abortion Clinic, May Not Survive, HUFFINGTON POST, July 14, 2012,
www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/07/14/mississippi-abortion-acce-n_1673241 .html (discussing the
future of abortion clinics in Mississippi).
353. See, e.g., Status of the Lawsuits Challenging the Affordable Care Act's
Birth Control Coverage Benefit, NAT'L WOMEN'S L. CENTER, 1-3 (Feb. 3, 2014), www.nwlc.org/
sites/default/files/contraceptive coveragelitigation status_2-3-14_vf.pdf (explaining that there are
over one hundred lawsuits pending in federal courts that challenge the birth control mandate, only
one of the many provisions of the Affordable Care Act that faces strong opposition).
354. See Japsen, supranote 326.
355. See discussion supra Part IV.B.
356. See discussion supra Part IV.B. 1.
357. See discussion supra Part IV.B.1.
358. See discussion supra Part IV.A-B.
359. See, e.g., Adam Beam, Compromise on Abortions 'A Win-Win,' STATE (May 25, 2012),
www.thestate.com/2012/05/25/2288639/abortion-compromise-would-likely.html.
360. See discussion supra Part V.B.
361. See discussion supraPart IV.A.
362. See Pappas, Free Birth Control, supra note 230 (stating that forty-three percent of the
women who experience an unplanned pregnancy decide to abort).
363. See discussion supraPart III.B.3.
364. See discussion supra Part III.B.2-3.
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But, to end the abortion debate is to dig much deeper into the core of
society and reevaluate its beliefs about personhood and the fundamental
liberties of life and choice.365
Ada Kozicz*

365. See Jon O'Brien, Who Decides? The Future of Abortion Care in the United States,
MOBILIZING IDEAS (Mar. 4, 2013, 7:00 AM), www.mobilizingideas.wordpress.com/2013/03/04/
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